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Let N be the set of natural numbers. If M an infinite countable 
subset of N, 2M denotes the power set of M; [M] the space of infinite 
subsets of M. [N] is assumed endowed with the usual product topology. 
(If each set M = (mi}r==, is identified with the point xi 2~“s in the unit 
interval (0, l), then the product topology of [Nj is the usual topology of 
(0, l).) Given two sets A and B in 2N, write A * B iff the symmetric 
difference (A - B) u (B - A) is a finite set. Call a set S C 2* ftnitdy 
stable iff 5’ does not split the equivalence classes of the relation G, that 
is, iff 
(~ZES & B~A)>BBS. 
A set S _C 2N is called Ramsey iff there exists ME [N] such that either 
[M] C S or [M] c [N] - S. It is known that Bore1 sets are Ramsey 
[3], and, more generally, sets belonging to the o-field & generated by 
analytic sets are Ramsey [4]. This last result implies the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA. If (SJ is a sequence of finitely stable elements of d, then 
there exists a set M E [N] such that, for each i, [M] C Si or else 
[M] C [N] - Si . 
Proof. By diagonal process: Construct inductively a sequence of 
sets (MJ and a sequence of natural numbers (KJ so that N2 Ml 2 
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M2 2 ..a, either [MJ C_ Si or else [MJ C [N] - Si, and kit Mi - 
{k, , k, ,..., k,-J. The set M = (k, , k, ,...> has the required properties. 
THEOREM. Let X be a separable metric space and f: [N] -+ X a 
function such that f-‘(U) E aI and is finitely stable for each open subset 
U of X. Then there exists a set M E [N] such that f 11~1 is a constant. 
Proof. Let {Bi ; i = 1, 2,...) b e a countable basis for the topology 
of X and apply the lemma with Si = f -l(&). If [M] C Si then 
f (M’) E Bi for each M’ E [Ml; if [M] 2 [N] - 23%) then f (M’) $ Bi for 
each M’ E [Ml. It follows that f is constant on [Ml. 
We now apply this theorem to Banach spaces. Let X be a Banach 
space and (xi)& a sequence in X. Let (mi) be the enumeration of the 
elements of a set ME [N] in strictly increasing order. For each fixed 
n E N, the function f, : [N] + R, given by 
is locally constant on [N] ( i.e., constant in some neighborhood of each 
element of EN]), h ence continuous. Therefore f (M) = lim, supk,n f,(M) 
is of the second class of Baire, hence Bore1 measurable. Clearly, if 
Mi + M, , then f (Mi) = f (M2). Therefore we have the following 
corollary: 
COROLLARY 1. If (x%);=~ is a sequence in a Banach space X, then 
there exists a subsequence (xm,) = (yJ, such that for any subsequence 
(y,,), p1 -C P, -=c -.-f one has 
Given a sequence (x,), write 
h(M) = lim, (~upr,~,~ h,,,(M)). Then for each fixed T, s h,,,(M) is 
locally constant on N, hence continuous, and it follows that h(M) is of the 
second class of Baire. Hence the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. If(x,J is a sequence in a Banach space X, then there 
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exists a subsequence (xmi) = (yi) of (xn), such that for any subsequence 
(YXJ of bd 
Remark. In Corollaries 1 and 2 lim sup may be replaced by lim inf. 
Furthermore, the Cesaro method of summing sequences may be replaced 
by any other method which satisfies Ml A Ma +-f (Ml) = f (MS). 
The space X is called Banach-Saks iff every bounded sequence in X 
contains a subsequence which converges Cesaro. X is called stable iff 
every bounded sequence contains a subsequence every subsequence of 
which converges Cesaro. Corollary 2 and the completeness of Banach 
spaces imply that X is stable if and only if it is Banach-Saks. This last 
result is due to P. Erdos and M. Magidor (oral communication of 
Professor Erdos; see also [l] and [2, Section 21). 
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